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ABSTRACT

Conventional case-based reasoning systems act as "automated
problem solvers". The use of case-based reasoning systems (CBRSs)
for decision aiding has been proposed in the literature recently [2,21].
Most existing decision aiding CBRSs are designed as smart retrieval
systems. They do not focus on monitoring and supporting the decision
processes of decision makers. A process focus in decision aiding
CBRSs calls for major changes in the design and implementation of
such systems as compared to conventional CBRSs. This paper
emphasizes the utility of tracking and exploiting decision processes in
decision aiding CBRSs and outlines important issues in the
implementation of such systems via CAL, a particular process focused
arid decision aiding CBRS.
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USING CASE-BASED REASONING FOR

SUPPORTING DECISION PROCESSES

1 INTRODUCTION

Case based reasoning (CBR) [20,26,30] has gained in popularity over the
last decade because it [21, p. 53] 'provides both a methodology for building
systems and a cognitive model of people (and) it is consistent with much that
psychologists have observed in the natural problem solving that people doTM.
Several case-based reasoning systems (CBRSs) have described in the
literature [20,26,30] and most typically behave like automated problem
solvers - producing "solutions" to a problem by retrieving and adapting a
prior solution.

However, while people have been seen to frequently use case-based
reasoning, they suffer [21] from an inability to consistently recall the
appropriate set of prior cases, distinguish between important and
unimportant features, recall prior experiences under time pressures, and
deal with incomplete and uncertain information in the current problem.
These limitations are especially acute for less experienced people who lack
a sufficiently complete (and large) collection of prior experiences (cases).
Hence the idea of using case-based reasoning for decision aiding has been
proposed recently in the literature [2,3,21].

Using CBRSs for decision aiding has a certain intuitive appeal because
man-machine collaboration in decision making can be mutually beneficial. A
CBRS can help overcome some of the limitations of case-based reasoning
by humans. For example, it can augment a decision maker's (DM's) memory
by providing access to a large collection of cases and rapidly recalling the
most relevant cases, and aid the decision process through appropriate
critiquing. In return, the DM can assume greater responsibility for the use of
cases, i.e., the adaptation of prior cases to the current decision. While
humans have been observed to be fairly good at adapting cases, these
adaptation procedures have proven to be complex, difficult to generalize
and the Achilles heel for many CBRSs.

Few CBRSs for decision aiding have been described in the literature
[3,7,8,13,16,21]. While these systems are described further in the following
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sections, a characteristic common to most of them is that they behave largely
like smart retrieval systems. Given a particular decision problem, they
retrieve partially matching prior cases and present them to the DM. They do
not focus on monitoring the decision process of the DM and judiciously
intervening in the decision process to aid decision making. A process focus
is important because research in decision support systems (DSSs) has
shown that computer-based decision aids should be viewed as interventions
[28] in the decision processes of DMs. The success or failure of computer-
based decision aiding systems depends to a large degree upon the ability of
the system to make the right interventions - from both timing and content
perspectives - in the decision processes of the DM.

This research emphasizes a process focus in decision aiding CBRSs. Such
a focus has important implications for the design of such systems because it
changes both the content of cases and the use of cases to aid decision
making.

Cases in conventional CBRSs typically emphasize the initial problem
description and the final solution. They do not contain the decision process
used to obtain the solution. Note that the decision process used to obtain the
solution is distinct from the steps necessary to execute the solution. For
example, a marketing manager may determine that the best response to a
particular problem is to carry out a concerted sales promotion program. This
solution (the decision to carry out a sales promotion program) is distinct from
the decision process which the manager engaged in to come to this
conclusion. A process focus in decision aiding CBRSs implies that cases in
such systems need to also represent the decision process used to arrive at
the solution.

If cases contain information about decision processes, then this further calls
for changes in the way that cases are retrieved from the case library. Cases
are retrieved in conventional CBRSs by matching the current problem or the
desired solution to the current problem with problem/solution descriptions in
prior cases. However, such a retrieval mechanism ignores the decision
process used to obtain the solution and may render the case ineffective for
decision support, i.e., for making appropriate interventions in the decision
process. Thus, the case retrieval procedures in decision aiding CBRSs have
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to be modified to reflect the process knowledge contained within cases and
for making the right interventions in the DM's decision process.

An emphasis on decision processes also requires a change in the manner
in which cases are used. Conventional CBRSs focus on adapting prior
cases to provide correct solutions to the DM. In contrast, decision aiding
CBRSs aim to aid the DM in the process of arriving at a solution. As noted in
the literature [23] rules, algorithms and computational logic often play a
limited role in human \ decision processes. More important is the ability to
recognize "patterns" - harmonious and stable configurations of different
problem components - till a stable pattern or "cognitive equilibrium" is
reached. Thus, the information presented to the DM and suggestions
provided to him/er have also to be adapted to the process focus of cases
and decision support.

To summarize, this research argues for an explicit process focus in CBRSs
for decision aiding. Such an emphasis is not witnessed in current decision
aiding CBRSs. However, the incorporation of a process focus in decision
aiding CBRSs calls for major changes in the way these systems are
designed and used. These ideas are described in this research. The
implementation of these ideas in a decision aiding CBRS, CAL is also
described.

The structure of this paper is as follows. There are four additional sections.
While Section two motivates the importance of a process focus within cases,
Section three outlines the implications of the shift from "automated problem-
solving" conventional CBRSs to decision aiding CBRSs. The next section
describes the implementation of a decision aiding CBRS, CAL. Finally,
Section five concludes the paper by highlighting the contributions and
limitations of this research and providing comparisons with prior research.

2 DECISION PROCESSES AS CASES

This section motivates the importance of focusing on processes within cases
in CBRSs.

In a process oriented view of decision making, the emphasis is on the
process by which decisions are made, and not solely on the final outcome.
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The relevant question in this context is: how is the decision reached? This is
in contrast to the central question in the more traditional outcome oriented
view of decision making: what is the decision? The decision process used to
arrive at a decision is usually not a simple and straightforward sequence of
steps. More commonly it is a complex, iterative process of learning and
experimentation by the DM till s/he reaches a state of cognitive equilibrium
[33]. The reasons for each step of the decision process are sometimes
rational, at other times are based on instinct and perhaps can even be
irrational. Cumulatively, the individual steps of the decision process provide
a rich insight into the DM's problem solving behavior than the final solution
taken alone.

A process focus in decision making is useful for both structured and
unstructured problems when there is uncertainty in the decision
environment, the DMs are skilled and the organizational decision
environment is flexible. With increased information about the decision
process, skilled DMs can flexibly and meaningfully change critical parts of
decision processes to respond to changes in the external decision
environment.

The process model of decision making cited most often in the literature is
Simon's [29] four phase model of decision making: intelligence (finding
occasions for making a decision), design (determining possible courses of
action), choice (choosing among the determined set of courses of action),
and review (evaluating past choices). Despite its popularity, Simon's
decision model has several limitations. For example, Gorry and Scott-Morton
[14] have pointed to the fact that problem solving really consists of a series of
inter-dependent, temporally separated decisions, and there is the important
phenomenon of learning as a DM solves a problem over time. These
temporal inter-dependencies between related decisions play an important
role in supporting decision processes and are not captured adequately in
Simon's model. Thus, this research takes a more broader view of a decision
process as a sequence of inter-related decisions and actions which
cumulatively lead to the final solution.

In a process view of decision making, computer-based decision aids can be
seen [28] as interventions in the decision process which impact the decision
procedures of DMs. A DSS can capture information about the different
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aspects of the decision process, such as "what opportunities or problems
triggered the decision process?" and "how different solution alternatives
were generated and explored", and use this information to support and aid
decision making. For example, knowledge about how the decision space
was navigated along with reasons, if any for the particular path followed can
informate DMs and provide them with insights into their own decision
procedures or those of others. Information about the progressive evolution
towards the solution together with comments and notes about critical steps
in the process can significantly enhance decision support, specially for less
experienced DMs.

A collection of such descriptions of decision processes can serve as a
valuable, base of knowledge to aid decision making by recognizing the
strengths and limitations of prior decision processes. These insights can aid
DMs to notice special features in the decision environment, explore different
solution designs, test alternative hypotheses, and reflect on the obtained
results. This "vertical" decision aiding and stimulation from an "horizontal"
informating base of a collection of cases of prior decision processes is
depicted graphically in Figure 1.

Figure 1 about here

3. THE SHIFT TOWARDS DECISION AIDING CBRSS

This section outlines the move from conventional towards decision aiding
CBRSs

3.1 Conventional CBRSs

Conceptually, the core of conventional CBRSs consists of matching the
current problem to a store of cases to retrieve the most relevant similar case
and then adapting the retrieved case to the current problem. This is depicted
in Figure 2. Many CBRSs also store the final solution back in the case
memory (to avoid duplication of effort in the future) as indicated by the dotted
line in Figure 2. The DM plays a fairly passive role in either accepting or
rejecting the solution produced by the CBRS.

Figure 2 about here
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The objective of conventional CBRSs is similar to other Al systems: to
automate problem solution. Implicit in this tendency to automate is an
emphasis on the decision outcome over the decision process, on providing
solutions rather than facilitating problem solution and on the system over the
DM. Conventional CBRSs also tend to be fairly restrictive as their adaptation
skills arise from possessing structured knowledge of a limited domain.

Most CBRSs described in the literature are conventional in nature. They
typically aim to automate the generation of a solution from a prior case. For
example, CHEF [15] uses a case library of prior recipes to produce a
feasible recipe for a certain problem description and MEDIATOR [19] uses
prior cases to suggest a solution for disputed resources.

3.2 Decision Aiding CBRSs

Decision aiding CBRSs aim to support a DM in taking a decision. Rather
than automating all steps of the case-based reasoning cycle (Figure 2) as is
common in conventional CBRSs, Kolodner [21, p. 65] has suggested that it
may be mutually beneficial to design CBRSs for aiding decision making:
"because people are good at using cases but not as good at recalling the
right ones, useful systems could be built that augment human memory by
providing people with cases that might help them to reason but allowing all
the complex reasoning and decision making to be done by the person".

Note that the move from conventional automation to decision aiding
represents an important shift in the design and use of CBRSs. CBRSs are no
longer required to generate a solution, but are viewed as facilitating the
process of decision making or as making "interventions" [28] in the decision
process. This has major implications for the design of CBRSs as mentioned
earlier in Section one and explained in more detail with CAL in the following
section.

Kolodner [21] has classified the support offered by decision aiding CBRSs
as either "active" or "passive". Active support is defined as the ability to
retrieve cases, warn of potential problems, and help in critiquing, with the
DM being responsible for adaptation procedures, choice of features and
cases to consider, and the evaluation of suggestions and warnings. Passive
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support is defined to be similar to a smart database interface with the ability
to retrieve cases based on partial matches and answer specific questions on
the retrieved case. Given the complexity of the adaptation process in
conventional CBR, it has been suggested [21] that it is best to let the DM take
the lead in adapting prior cases and make the final decision regarding the
current problem.

A small number of CBRSs can be described as decision aiding. Most such
systems act as smart retrieval systems and do not focus on capturing and
exploiting decision processes. Typically, they aim to provide an interactive
interface to the DM via which the DM can control some aspects of the case
retrieval or case adaptation procedures.

For example, DMs using Battle Planner [13] are required to describe a battle
situation and a solution plan to the system. The system uses the battle
situation description and the proposed solution to retrieve similar cases.
These cases along with case summaries are then used by the DM to critique
his/er own solution. This leads to the DM proposing a modified solution for
the battle description which is again used by the system to retrieve a new set
of similar cases. This iterative procedure is carried out till the DM does not
find the retrieved cases to be of additional value.

What is ignored and/or lacking in Battle Planner and similar systems is
knowledge about the process by which the solution to the problem was
reached. Presenting an analysis of why a solution works for a particular
probleT is very different from understanding how the solution was reached.
For most real world problems, the process of arriving at solutions is a non-
trivial procedure consisting of several temporally separated, but inter-
dependent decisions. Knowledge about the process of arriving at a decision
can often be richer and more useful than the final solution itself as it encodes
the creative thinking and experimentation that went into the determination of
the solution.

However, as the intent of Battle Planner and similar CBRSs is to aid decision
making and not automate decision making, they can be classified as
decision aiding CBRSs. Section 5.1 provides more details on other decision
aiding CBRSs from the literature.
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4 CAL: CASE-BASED ANALYSIS AND LEARNING

A CBRS, CAL has been implemented as an example of a decision aiding
CBRS. The context for the development of CAL is Brandframe [6,9], a flexible
knowledge-based DSS for supporting a brand manager. While Brandframe
has been implemented in a large Dutch company in the area of fast moving
consumer goods, CAL is a CBRSs for potential incorporation into
Brandframe (see Section 5.2).

The following sub-sections describe the design and implementation of CAL.
Note that decision aiding is rich concept which can be manifested in a DSS
in a number of different ways. Thus CAL does not represent a unique way to
build a decision aiding CBRS. Rather it presents a particular implementation
of a process-focused decision aiding CBRS and in doing so it raises some
questions about how the design of such CBRSs differs from those of
conventional CBRSs.

4.1 Overview of Structure

CAL consists of four major components as depicted in Figure 3:

•Case memory: this acts as the repository of experience and stores
decision making processes as cases;

•Monitor: this module is responsible for both storing selected aspects of
decision processes as cases in the case memory and for monitoring
the progress of the current decision process to determine appropriate
decision-intervention and reflection-intervention conditions;

•Analyzer: this component analyzes requests for advise from either the DM
or the monitor module and retrieves appropriate cases from the case
memory; and

• Adviser: this module is responsible for advising the DM regarding the
current decision process and problem solution. The adviser aims to
both aid decision-making and to stimulate learning about the decision
situation.

1

	
Figure 3 about here
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It is interesting to compare the structure of CAL (Figure 3) with that of a
conventional CBRS (Figure 2). An immediate observation is that CAL does
not follow the 'linear" solution methodology of conventional CBRSs: match -
retrieve - adapt. CAL's solution methodology represents a more iterative
cycle of: monitor - analyze - advise. CAL does not emphasize the generation
of solutions as much as intervening (advising) in the decision process at the
appropriate moments to support the DM. The DM is also given a more
central interactive role in CAL. In a conventional CBRS the DM only appears
at the very end to receive the solution generated by the CBRS.

Further details on the four individual components of CAL are provided in the
following sections. It is useful to note that as shown in Figure 3, CAL
represents the CBR component of an associated DSS which is Brandframe
in this research. The following description focuses only on CAL.

4.2 Case Memory

There are two important considerations in the design of the case memory:
first, to decide the nature of information contained in a case and second, to
choose an appropriate indexing mechanism for organizing and retrieving
cases.

4.2.1 Case Content

The information content of cases is an important issue because it
significantly influences the degree of usefulness of the case for CBR.
Kolodner [20] has identified the major components of a generic case as: the
initial problem/situation description, the solution to the problem specified in
the problem description and the outcome, i.e., the resulting state of the world
after the stated solution was carried out.

In addition to initial problem and final solution descriptions, CAL emphasizes
the decision process used to obtain the solution. Beside the actual steps in
the decision process, CAL also stores justifications and reflective
observations on the steps of the decision process. A decision making
process in CAL is described by a directed graph in which nodes represent
descriptions of the decision process at particular instants of time and arcs
represent transitions from one decision state to the next. Transitions
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between decision states can be caused either by events in the external
world (not caused by the DM) or by specific actions undertaken by the DM
with regard to the decision situation. The decision to distinguish between
events and actions was confirmed after conducting experiments with
graduate business students. In the experiments the students were asked to
enter (from their memory) the process by which they got their previous jobs.
The experiments revealed that the students made a strong distinction
between things which happened due to external causes (events) and things
which they did themselves (actions). An interesting aspect revealed by an
analysis of the entered cases in CAL was that actions were the most used
constructs, i.e., the best "remembered' aspects of prior decision processes
were those performed by the decision-makers themselves.

Figure 4 about here
	

	1

Figure 4 partially depicts a simple case depicting the decision sequence
taken by a brand manager. States, events and actions in cases are
displayed in their temporal order of occurrence (see Figure 4) and are color
coded for ease of comprehension. Each case has an associated summary
and highlights descriptions which can be accessed by the manager to obtain
a quick description of the main features of the case. Each state, event and
action is an object and contains both descriptive and reflective attributes.
While descriptive attributes describe facts associated with the object,
reflective attributes contain reflective observations stored by the DM at
particular stages of the decision process. Some attributes are common
across all states, events and actions. For example, every object has an
attributB "Goals" which lists the specific goals (if any) associated with the
object (see Figure 4). Specific attributes can also be added to particular
states, events and actions in a case.

To conclude, major differences in the case descriptions of CAL as compared
to conventional CBRSs are the emphasis on representing the decision
processes of the DM and the inclusion of reflective observations made by
the DM. Some CBRSs such as ARIES [4], JULIANA [27] and JULIA [17]
record the solution process, but this refers to the steps used by an
automated CBR inference engine to derive the solution. In contrast, the
decision process stored in CAL refers to the steps in the reasoning
processes of a DM. While somewhat similar conceptually, they are different
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in structure and purpose. For example, the solution steps recorded in ARIES
can be used to derive a solution for a new problem by reinstantiating and
re-executing the stored solution with parameters and data from the current
problem. In contrast, the decision process of the brand manager will reflect
the frustrations of failed attempts and creative thinking which went into
obtaining the solution to a problem. This decision process from a prior case
cannot be directly used to derive the solution for a new problem.

4.2.2 Case Indexing

Indexing is an unresolved issue for CBRSs [18,24]. The challenge is to
devise index structures which can help to efficiently and effectively retrieve
cases needed for CBR. The complexity of indexing in CBR revolves around
issues such as the exact vocabulary of features to be used as indices, the
method used to choose the index labels and the construction of an
appropriate indexing structure to facilitate retrieval.

While some systems use low-level or surface features which are easy to
extract, others opt to obtain complex, thematic indices after deep inferencing
from the decision situation. The relative advantages and disadvantages of
each approach have been debated extensively in the literature [5,32] and
there is no simple argument to favor one over the other. This debate has
taken a more pragmatic turn of late with the growing realization that
regardless of the type of indices used, they have to satisfy two important
criteria: (a) they have to be functionally useful, i.e., they have to be
appropriately suited to the task facing the CBRS and (b) rather than being
perfect, they should aim to work most of the time [20]. CAL uses both surface
level features and functionally relevant index labels.

There are two generic approaches to choosing index labels [20]: manually
and by automated techniques. Manual approaches are recommended when
the cases are complex and/or the knowledge required for understanding the
case for indexing is not well structured. Automated techniques are more
practical when it is possible to form a checklist of index features or when the
knowledge for understanding and explaining the case events is well
structured and complete. CAL incorporates both manual and automated
checklist techniques for determining functionally relevant features and
surface labels respectively.
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An appropriate organizational structure for the case library is important to the
degree that the case library is large and efficiency of case retrieval is
required. Most CBRSs do not use a flat organization of cases for efficiency
reasons; rather they typically use hierarchical structures such as shared
feature networks or discrimination networks [20]. CAL utilizes multiple
shared feature networks, i.e., it organizes its indexing labels in several
shared feature network hierarchies and indexes cases in multiple
hierarchies.

Following Owen's [24] classification of index labels, CAL utilizes both
syntactic and semantic indices. Syntactic indices discriminate among cases
on the basis of their surface level features. Surface level features in CAL
refer to pre-defined categories of states, events and actions. For example,
some actions belong to the category of sales promotion actions while other
belong to the category of advertising actions. Six syntactic index hierarchies
are defined in CAL. Three hierarchies, State_hierarchy, Event_hierarchy
and Action_hierarchy discriminate among cases on the basis of states,
events and action categories respectively. The other three hierarchies,
Domain_hierarchy, User_hierarchy and Goal_hierarchy differentiate among
cases based on the problem domain, DM characteristics and the major
overall goals of the case respectively.

The bottom right window in Figure 5 partially depicts a simplified
Action_hierarchy and User_hierarchy. Cases related to different sales
promotion and advertising program designs (as indicated by the presence of
the corresponding objects) are indexed autonomously by CAL under the
appropriate leaf-node in the Action_hierarchy. Similarly information about
the DM is used to index the case in the User_hierarchy.

Figure 5 about here

In addition, CAL allows for several DM-defined semantic index hierarchies.
These semantic hierarchies aim to capture the functional relevance of the
cases. Figure 6 displays two simple semantic categories, Solution_type and
Implm_complexity (implementation complexity) which index cases based on
the type of the solution (ranging from a minor improvement of existing
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procedures to a radical rethinking of procedures) and the complexity of the
solution implementation respectively.

Figure 6 about here

CAL provides a friendly interface (Figures 6 and 7) to support the DM in
creating new hierarchies, modifying existing hierarchies and indexing cases
in hierarchies. The same interface can also be used to manually search (as
described algorithmically in Section 4.4) for cases indexed under specific
hierarchies. The search patterns and short-listed cases are displayed in the
top right window of Figure 5. The DM can choose specific hierarchies in the
left window of Figures 6 and 7 and traverse down the chosen hierarchy via
the display in the top right window of Figure 6.

While CAL autonomously indexes cases in the syntactic hierarchies by
matching the state/action/event categories of objects in a case to the labels
in the corresponding syntactic hierarchies, the DM is expected to shoulder
the burden of indexing cases in the semantic hierarchies. This is necessary
because CAL does not contain any domain knowledge to be able to
understand the cases and relate the semantic hierarchy labels to the
functional relevance of the cases. For example, CAL cannot determine
whether the solution to a particular case represents a minor improvement or
a radical rethinking.

To summarize, the major differences between the indexing mechanisms of
CAL as compared to conventional CBRSs are the inclusion of both syntactic
and semantic hierarchies and a higher degree of dependence on the DM for
forming appropriate semantic hierarchies and indexing cases in them. While
this does place an additional burden on the DM, it has some benefits. The
system is simpler to implement and different DMs are able to adapt the
system to their own particular needs by creating their own semantic
hierarchies for the same cases. The semantic hierarchies also can be quite
simple and still retain their usefulness.
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4.3 Monitor

The monitor module is responsible for two tasks: to store the evolving
decision process as a case in the case memory and to decide upon
conditions calling for interventions in the current decision process.

4.3.1 Storing Decision Processes

A DM's interaction with a decision aiding CBRSs is an iterative and
interactive process which does not typically represent a linear step-by-step
approach to the final solution. Rather, it would be more like navigating
through a maze where the DM goes through several alleys, turns and dead-
ends before reaching the solution. The decision about which aspects of such
a decision process to capture in a case is not easy due to the difficulty of
determining exactly which part of the decision process would be most useful
for aiding decision making and stimulating learning in a DM in the future.

Capturing complete information about decision states resulting from all
actions and events would yield more information about the decision process
but it would impose significant computational overheads. Note that an action
implies each and every direct act (such as clicking on a specific button)
committed by the DM in his interaction with the CBRS. To simplify matters
and reduce overhead costs, selected actions/events can be used to trigger
the storage of decision states in cases.

The Monitor module of CAL relies on the formation of a list of marked
objects, i.e., selected objects which trigger the storage of decision states
under certain conditions. By default, CAL uses the leaf-node labels of the
indexing hierarchies (both syntactic and semantic) to "mark" objects in the
knowledge-base of the associated DSS (Brandframe). The heuristic
employed here is that the indexing labels signify functionally relevant
aspects of the DSS's knowledge-base. The DM can add to or delete from
the list of marked objects.

The marking algorithm marks an object if the index leaf-node label matches
the object name. If a marked object has children objects, then all the children
objects are also marked. Consider Figure 7 which represents a small part of
the knowledge base of Brandframe. Given CAL's Action_hierarchy of Figure
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5, it marks the all children objects of the node "Advertising" and selected
children objects of the node "Sales_promotione in Brandframe's knowledge
base.

1

	
Figure 7 about here
	

1

If there are any changes in the attribute values of one or more marked
objects during the decision process, the decision state is recorded by the
Monitor module. Rather than store a dump of the entire knowledge base in a
decision state, CAL compromises by only storing the attributes of the marked
objects as attributes of the object representing the state in the case.
Information about the action/event causing the change (such as the arrival
of new data from on-line sources or a specific action initiated by the DM) in
the marked object(s) is also recorded. CAL stores a complete dump of the
knowledge base of the associated DSS at the start and at the end of the
problem solution process. The DM can opt to disable case acquisition by
CAL.

The DM is given the option to enter specific insights about and/or reflective
observations on the decision process whenever the Monitor module stores a
particular decision state. These comments serve the important purpose of
aiding decision making and stimulating learning during future use of the
case. The DM is encouraged to fill in comments and observations also
because CAL does not contain domain knowledge to interpret the decision
process autonomously. In addition, the DM is requested to provide
information about himself and the major goals of the decision situation at the
start and a short summary of the key lessons from the decision situation at
the end.

4.3.2 Interventions in Decision Processes

Two types of interventions in decision processes are possible: active (at the
initiative of CAL) and passive (at the request of the DM). Passive
interventions are the responsibility of the Analyzer module and are
explained in more detail in a later section. The Monitor module is
responsible for the detection of conditions calling for active interventions.
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The role of CAL in aiding and stimulating decision processes is similar to
that of educational critiquing systems [11] in that it aims to provide decisional
guidance and support learning in the DM. The design of intervention
strategies in critiquing systems is complex and non-trivial. Several different
factors [11] such as emotional impact on DMs, degree of intrusiveness in
work process and the ability to accommodate different DM preferences and
skills affect the design of appropriate critiquing strategies. Further, several
different types of knowledge, such as knowledge of the domain, of the
progress of the decision process thus far and of DM models can be brought
to bear during interventions in the decision process. Although a topic of
ongoing research, few normative guidelines exist for specifying intervention
strategies.

The Monitor module uses heuristics to detect two types of intervention
conditions:

(a) Decision intervention conditions: signaling stages in the decision
process at which the DM would benefit from guidance regarding the
decision process; and

(b) Reflection intervention conditions: identifying points in the decision
process at which the DM can potentially benefit from reflecting on the
decision process thus far and/or by comparing the current decision
process with prior decision processes.

While decision intervention conditions aim to help the DM progress in the
decision process, reflection intervention conditions have the more difficult
objective of stimulating learning in the DM. The Monitor module keeps track
of changes in the marked objects during the current decision process to
detect the above intervention conditions.

The following types of decision intervention conditions are detected by the
Monitor module:

• Immobility: The elapsed time since the last action taken by the DM is
greater than a certain threshold. This may indicate that the DM does
not know what to do next.
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• Cycles: A DM can be stuck at a certain point in the decision process or be
going around in circles as indicated by repeated cyclical changes to
the same objects.

• Irrelevance: A DM may be working on the unimportant aspects of the
decision situation. This is indicated by the elapsed time since the last
case snapshot storage (of the current decision process) being greater
than a certain threshold. The implicit assumption here is that the
marked objects reflect important aspects of the decision situation and
if the DM has not "touched" any of the marked objects for a long
period of time then this implies that his/er attention is focused on other
(not so important) aspects of the decision situation.

• Vacillations: a DM may be thrashing about in the decision process as
indicated by overly frequent changes to the same marked object(s).

Upon detection of any of the above conditions, the Monitor module presents
a message to the DM providing the option to extract a case from the case
library (via the Analyzer module - see following sub-section) for decisional
guidance.

The following types of reflection intervention conditions are detected by the
Monitor module:

• Frequent decision interventions: if the Monitor module is detecting decision
intervention conditions at a rate higher than a certain threshold, then
the DM may wish to reflect on the current decision process and
determine why this is the case.

• Termination: the DM is requested to reflect on the decision situation prior to
terminating his/er interaction with the system.

• Prior case view: if CAL has retrieved and displayed a prior case to the DM,
s/he is requested to enter his/er reflective observations comparing the
current decision situation with the prior case.

Upon detection of any of the above conditions, the Monitor module presents
a message to the DM requesting him/er to reflect on the current decision
situation and to summarize his/er observations in a textual comment to be
stored with the case of the current decision situation.
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The intervention strategies of CAL are based on relatively simple heuristics
and do not provide a comprehensive and accurate detection of all
intervention conditions. For example, the Monitor module cannot determine
whether the DM has a coherent solution strategy while making repeated
changes in the same object. With more extensive domain and DM modeling
knowledge, it is conceivable to introduce more sophisticated intervention
strategies. However, this is beyond the current scope of CAL.

In summary, the monitor module of CAL performs a function which is not
seen in conventional CBRSs, namely that of monitoring the current decision
process, detecting conditions calling for active interventions by the CBRS in
the decision process and storing the current decision process as a case in
the case memory. While the precise mechanisms and degree of
sophistication for monitoring and intervention may vary in other decision
aiding CBRSs, the core functionalities of the Monitor module are not
observed in conventional CBRSs.

4.4 Analyzer

The Analyzer module retrieves cases from the case memory at the request of
either the DM or the Monitor module (Figure 3). The output of the Analyzer
module is presented to the DM by the Adviser module.

A DM can request to retrieve a case under two conditions:

• Context-independent: a DM can wish to retrieve a case independent of the
current decision process or the currently active case;

• Context-dependent: a DM may want to retrieve a case related to the current
decision process or the currently active case.

Context-independent retrieval offers two possibilities:

• Retrieval by name: the DM can ask for a list of all cases currently contained
in the case memory and select a particular case from the list.

• Retrieval by index hierarchy traversal: the DM can traverse down one or
more index hierarchies, Hi and select a case according to the
procedure summarized in Figure 8. The CAL interface shown in
Figures 6 and 7 allow the DM to perform the retrieval.
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Figure 8 about here

To activate context-dependent retrieval, the DM has to indicate the context to
be used to guide the retrieval process. The context is provided by the
currently active case, Ccur. Note that Cwr can either be a previously stored
case which is being viewed by the DM or the partially stored case of the
current decision process. The retrieval procedure consists of two parts: (a)
obtaining the set of relevant cases and (b) choosing the most relevant case.

CAL uses a preference heuristic to make two lists, Lunion and Linter of
relevant cases. The heuristic used is that cases indexed under the same leaf
nodes in the index hierarchies are similar. While all cases in Linter share the
same index labels as Ccur, cases in Lunion share at least one common index
label with Ccur. The two lists, Lunion and Linter are defined in Figure 9. Note
that Linter is a subset of Lunion• CAL first uses Linter to retrieve the most
relevant case. If Linter is empty then CAL uses ..nion•

Figure 9 about here

If Lunion is empty then this indicates that there are no other cases sharing
one or more index labels with Ccur. There are three further options in such a
situation: (a) search through all cases in the case memory; or (b) request the
DM to form the short-list of relevant cases as described in Figure 8; or (c) use
another case indexed under a sibling node of the node under which Ccur is
indexed to form Lunion and Linter . By default, CAL recommends the second
choice to the DM as it represents the easiest and most accurate option. If for
any reason, Ccur is not indexed in the index hierarchies, then the DM is
again asked to form the short-list of relevant cases as described in Figure 8.

The choice of the most relevant case is determined by a similarity metric
which includes either structural or semantic aspects. While structural
similarity matches only object-attribute names, semantic similarity matches
both object-attribute names and object-attribute values. A case, Cret,
retrieved from the case library on the basis of structural similarity would
imply that both Cret and Ccur have (partially) the same attribute labels though
the attributes may not necessarily have the same values in Cret and Ccur.
The use of semantic similarity would mean that both Cret and Ccur have
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(partially) the same attributes with the same values. Definitions of the
computation of simple structural and semantic similarities are provided in
Figure 9.

CAL provides for the following additional features in the retrieval process:

• It distinguishes between generic attributes (attributes common to a certain
class of objects such as states or events or actions) and specific
attributes (attributes defined locally in a particular object).

• It allows the DM to indicate attributes to be given special importance (or to
be ignored) during the retrieval process.

• It provides the option to build and access a "similarity table" which lists the
degree of similarity between syntactically different but semantically
related terms (such as 'width' and 'breadth").

The above distinctions between different types of attributes are accounted
for by the weights Wicur, P in the definitions of Figure 9. These weights
change according to the attribute Ficur,P and are different, for instance, for
special DM-indicated attributes and generic/specific attributes.

When the Monitor module detects conditions calling for interventions on the
part of CAL, it requests the Analyzer module to retrieve an appropriate case
from the case memory. The retrieval procedure followed then is similar to the
context-dependent retrieval described above.

Case retrieval is important because it directly determines the degree of
decision support possible with a CBRS. Different approaches to case
retrieval have been debated extensively in the literature [20] without a
conclusive agreement on any normative approach. CAL's retrieval algorithm
utilizes several concepts from other CBRSs such as structural and semantic
similarities and the use of preference heuristics. A distinction between CAL
and conventional CBRSs with respect to case retrieval is that the DM can
potentially play an important role in the retrieval procedures of CAL. This is
related to the close interactive relation between CAL and the DM, an aspect
which is not significant in conventional CBRSs.
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4.5 Adviser

Conventional CBRSs adapt the retrieved case to present a 'solution" to the
DM. While several adaptation techniques such as reinstantiation, parameter
adjustment, commonsense transformation and model-guided repair have
been proposed in the literature, adaptation procedures are complex, difficult
to generalize, and remain the Achilles heal for conventional CBRSs. Thus,
Kolodner and other researchers [21] has recommended that decision aiding
CBRSs should leave the responsibility for the adaptation procedures upto
the DM. In accordance with this trend, the Adviser module leaves the actual
adaptation to arrive at a solution to the DM but stimulates and facilitates the
DM's decision process on the basis of the case retrieved by the Analyzer
module.

The use of artificial intelligence techniques for facilitation and learning
ranges from open-ended exploratory learning environments such as Logo
[25] which give DMs near unlimited control to system-guided tutoring
environments such as Lisp TUTOR [1] which step users through a pre-
designed "learning" curriculum. Finding the right balance between
exploratory learning and system-directed learning is a delicate issue which
is dependent upon several things including the specific characteristics of
both the DM and the problem context. In the context of CAL, the Monitor
module provides system-directed intervention and the Adviser module
provide the complementary open-ended exploratory environment to facilitate
decision making and enhance learning in the DM.

Given a DM's focus on a particular object (state or event or action) in the
currently active case, the Adviser module allows the DM to browse through
the case with the following types of links/associations:

• Temporal: the DM can choose to look at the temporal order of states,
events and actions in the retrieved case.

• Comparative: the DM can opt to look at other comparable states or events
or actions relative to the currently "active" object. Similarities across
objects are computed using either structural or semantic approaches
as outlined in Figure 9.

• Linked: the DM may wish to browse through the case along certain DM-
defined ordering sequences imposed on the case objects (as
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explained in more detail below). These DM-defined order sequences
may or may not follow the temporal ordering of objects.

• DM specified: the DM can 'mark" one or more specific attributes in a state,
event or action in the retrieved case and search for other states,
events, or actions respectively with the same attribute(s).

• Reflective observations: the DM can choose to observe stages in the
retrieved case where prior decision makers may have entered some
reflective observations on the case or on its usefulness for decision
making in different situations. The content of these observations may
provide specific insights to the DM for the current problem situation.

• Relevant cases: if the retrieved case was used previously to retrieve
another similar case, then a list of such similar cases is stored with the
retrieved case. The DM can access this list and decide to view other
similar cases.

Let us illustrate some of the above possibilities with the example of the
retrieved case displayed in Figure 4. In Figure 4 the objects of the case are
displayed in a temporal order and the DM can directly observe the temporal
sequence of the states, events and actions. If the DM clicks on the "Suggest'
button in Figure 4, then the Adviser module suggests other linked states,
events or actions (relative to the currently active object). The case of Figure 4
is reproduced in Figure 10 along with a few additional objects. Assume that
the currently active state is "market_share_slightly_down°, then the following
links are available for browsing as shown in Figure 10:

• Before/after: they provides access to the object temporally before and after
me current object;

• Next_Similar: this points to the (temporally) next similar state in the case;
• Decreasing market share: this points to the state with the next lower market

share relative to the market share associated with the current state.
This is an example of a DM-defined link which does not follow the
temporal order of objects in the case.
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Figure 10 about here
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Note that the Monitor and Adviser modules complement each other. The
Monitor module tracks the progress of the DM as s/he goes through the
retrieved case to detect appropriate system-directed intervention points.
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When the Monitor module flags a decision-intervention condition, the
Adviser module tries to facilitate decision making by indicating the above
range of exploration options to the DM. The Adviser module keeps track of
the browsing pattern of the DM. The DM can flexibly choose any browsing
pattern and look at specific objects in the case.

To summarize, the Adviser module provides a functionality which is not
present in conventional CBRSs. Lacking detailed domain knowledge and
appropriate user models, the adviser module attempts to facilitate decision
aiding and learning by suggesting different linkages for browsing through
cases and suggesting other cases for retrieval. It does not attempt to adapt
prior cases or even suggest a "solution' to the DM. These actions are the
responsibility of the DM. The hope is that browsing retrieved cases through
associated links will aid lateral thinking and stimulate the DM into creative
problem solution. The Adviser module has commonalties with educational
critiquing systems [11]. More details on this are provided in the next section.

5 CONCLUSION

This section highlights the contributions of this research relative to prior
research, outlines the limitations of this research along with directions for
future work.

5.1 Comparisons with Prior Research

This research has first emphasized the importance of a process orientation
in decision aiding. Next, it has described CAL, an example of a decision
aiding CBRS which illustrates the radical change in the design of a CBRS
called for by an emphasis on decision processes. The highlights of these
two contributions and their comparisons with prior research are summarized
below.

CBRSs have been largely designed and described in the literature as
"automated" problem solvers. The CBR procedure of conventional CBRSs
as described in Figure 2 can be seen to consist of three major parts: the
case memory, the case retrieval procedure and the case adaptation
procedure. The case memory in conventional CBRSs emphasizes the
problem and solution descriptions in cases. The retrieval procedure matches
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current problem descriptions with case problem descriptions and the
adaptation procedures adapt the retrieved case solution to the current
problem.

An important change in CAL is the shift from the linear "match-retrieve-
adapt' solution methodology of conventional CBRSs (Figure 2) to an
iterative 'monitor-analyze-advise' cycle with a central emphasis on the DM
(Figure 3). Cases in decision aiding CBRSs such as CAL give more
importance to the decision process used to obtain the solution. The retrieval
procedure focuses on the identification of appropriate decision-intervention
and reflection-intervention features. The DM is largely responsible for the
adaptation procedures. Depending upon the level of decision support
offered, the CBRS may offer some critiquing with respect to the decision
process being followed by the DM.

Because conventional CBRSs produce the solution for a 'passive" user, they
must contain all the knowledge needed to solve the problem. Such
knowledge includes matching heuristics, commonsense and causal
knowledge needed for retrieval and adaptation, and the sequence of steps
needed to derive the solution. In contrast, CAL relies on the DM playing an
active role in the decision process. This reduces the need to contain detailed
domain and commonsense knowledge. CAL aims to augment rather than
replace the decision making capabilities of the DM. The major differences
between conventional and decision aiding CBRSs are summarized in
Figure 11.

Figure 11 about here
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Some decision aiding CBRSs have been described in the literature. Battle
Planner [13], one of the first decision aiding CBRSs reported in the literature
was described in Section 3.2. CLAVIER [16] is another widely quoted
decision aiding CBRS used to generate autoclave load schedules within
Lockheed. A case in CLAVIER is a graphical representation of autoclave
loading layouts. It allows the shop floor worker to modify or choose between
recommended layouts by comparing it with other layouts in the case library.
ARCHIE-2 [7] is a recent example of a decision aiding CBRS in the domain
of architectural design. ARCHIE-2 uses an annotated graphical schematic of
a building and allows the DM to designate a particular part of the design or a
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particular design issue to concentrate upon. The system then recounts the
story annotated to the design issue or design sub-part chosen by the DM. By
partially anticipating the requests of the DM, ARCHIE-2 attempts to recreate
a virtual conversation between colleagues working under similar
circumstances and trading stories with each other.

Most decision aiding CBRSs in the literature act as smart retrieval systems.
They largely ignore the decision processes of DMs. As mentioned in
Sections one and two, knowledge about decision processes can play an
important role in constructively aiding decision making. CAL explicitly
captures and exploits decision process related information as explained
earlier. A move towards such an (process) emphasis can be observed in
recent decision aiding CBRSs. For example, ARCHIE-2 monitors the user's
decision process in order to anticipate user requests. Another CBRS co-
designed by the author [2,3] in the domain of multi-criteria decision making
incorporates a CBR agent which monitors the decision process of the DM.
The CBR agent can adopt two roles: those of a storyteller or a adviser. In the
story teller role, the agent simply replays prior cases to the DM as a "story'.
In the adviser mode, it uses its knowledge about the structure of multi-criteria
decision problems to suggest different alternatives, criteria and weights to
the DM. CAL represents a more expanded and detailed implementation of
these ideas.

CAL can also be compared to critiquing agents and intelligent tutoring
systems [11,31] which have a more participatory involvement in the DM's
decision process. An example is ACTIVIST [12], an active help system for a
text editor. It volunteers information to a user at the appropriate moments
and adjusts its intervention strategy depending upon the responses of the
user. For example, ACTIVIST ceases to critique actions when the user
ignores its suggestions. LISP CRITIC [10] is an example of a passive critic
(i.e., it has to be invoked by the user) to support programmers. It incorporates
a user modeling component to maintain knowledge about the domain and
goals of each individual user. Another critiquing system FRAMER [22]
utilizes an extensive knowledge-base of design rules to evaluate the design
of window-based user interfaces. FRAMER continuously displays a checklist
of relevant issues for consideration by the DM in a window entitled "Things
to be taken care of°.
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From the above limited descriptions it is evident that critiquing and intelligent
tutoring systems share a common purpose with CAL - to facilitate decision
making and possibly enhance learning in the DM. However, the methods
and approaches used are different. Critiquing systems usually rely
extensively upon detailed domain knowledge and user models for effective
critiquing strategies. In contrast decision aiding CBRSs depend
predominantly upon cases in the case memory. While some critiquing
systems do refine their domain knowledge and user models with time,
decision aiding CBRSs tend to learn primarily via the acquisition of new
cases, i.e., decision processes of problem solving experiences. For
example, CLAVIER originally started with 20 cases but had acquired through
use over 300 cases by 1993. Despite these differences, there are useful
synergies between critiquing systems and decision aiding CBRSs which
need to researched further.

5.2 Limitations of Research and Future Challenges

'Case-based reasoning is still relatively young. Though it has much promise,
there have been few industrial-strength systems built to date. Thus, the
engineering of case-based systems has not yet received as much attention
as has the engineering of, say, rule-based expert systems'. This recent
quote by Janet Kolodner [20, p. 531] illustrates some of the challenges in
building and validating CBRSs. A major challenge for this research lies in
enhancing and validating CAL as explained below.

CAL is a decision aiding CBRS which has to be used in conjunction with an
appropriate knowledge-based DSS. Thus any implementation and
validation of CAL is dependent upon the associated DSS. CAL has currently
been developed as a CBR component for Brandframe, a DSS for brand
managers. Brandframe has been implemented over the past two years in a
large Dutch company in the domain of fast moving consumer goods.
Implementing the real-life version of Brandframe has been a relatively slow
process because it had to be customized in detail for the product groups of
particular brand managers. Currently Brandframe has been implemented
for two product groups and an experimental validation of the utility of
Brandframe has been performed (see [6,9] for more details).
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The implemented version of Brandframe does not include CAL because it
has been necessary to keep the system easy to learn, to ensure that it works
efficiently and to give the brand managers adequate time to adjust to
working with a knowledge-based DSS. Thus, while an expanded
implementation of Brandframe is continuing within the Dutch company, it has
not been possible to incorporate CAL as yet.

However, one should be aware of the several challenges in validating CAL.
First, a reasonably good set of decision processes would need to be stored
as cases in the case memory. Note that it would not be possible to test the
'response' of CAL to some previously encountered 'problem-solution" pairs
(as is commonly done in some evaluations of conventional CBRSs) because
the aim of CAL is not to produce the 'right' solution, but to facilitate decision
making and hopefully enhance learning in the DM. This brings us to the next
challenge: to devise an appropriate set of metrics to capture the value added
by CAL in facilitating decision making and enhancing learning in the
decision maker. Finally, the specific characteristics of the DM and problem
would make it difficult to draw general conclusions on the effectiveness of
decision aiding CBRSs such as CAL for decision aiding and stimulating
learning.

From a technical perspective, CAL could benefit from several
enhancements. For example, the monitoring and decision-intervention
strategies of CAL can be made more sophisticated. Several ideas exist in
the literature of critiquing and intelligent tutoring systems which can be
adapted to CAL to provide more intelligent and creative support for
facilitating decision making and enhancing learning in the DM. Currently,
CAL does not incorporate any domain knowledge or user models. These
extensions present multiple opportunities for enhancing the decision support
capabilities of CAL. All these possibilities can in principle make CAL more
responsive to the DM by enabling the dynamic modification of the degree of
intrusiveness and mode of interventions. The currently implemented version
of CAL has also benefited from several simplifications. For example, the
heuristic of only storing marked objects in states makes the case storage
methods simpler but reduces the amount of information available to the DM.
In an ideal world, a dump of the entire knowledge base should be stored at
each state.
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It is possible to think of several additional suggestions, but they would all
increase the complexity of building and validating the system. The critical
decision in this context is not the ability to incorporate as many features as
possible, but in understanding and including only those decision support
capabilities which are most functionally relevant to the DM. To conclude, it
would be appropriate to reiterate that the design of process-focused
decision aiding CBRSs is very different from conventional CBRSs. Though
CAL represents a simplified implementation, it helps to highlight these
differences.
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! Comment lines begin with an !
! Hi is the ith index hierarchy out of a total of n hierarchies
! Nij is the jth leaf node in Hi
! Cilk is the Idh case indexed under Nij
! L is the list of possible cases available to the DM

LE-
Let DM choose Hi, i
Let DM traverse down Hi till a leaf node N ii is reached
L Lu{ vC

ij
 }

k k
If DM selects a case from L then exit else

Do until DM makes a selection from L or chooses "exit"
Let DM choose Hm, m E
Let DM traverse down Hm till a leaf node Nrn; is reached

mj
L Ln{LX }

k k
If L is empty then exit

Loop

Figure 8: Retrieval by index hierarchy traversal
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! Hi is the ith index hierarchy out of a total of n hierarchies
! N ij is the jth leaf node in Hi; Child (N ip is a case indexed under node Nij
!lk is the kth case indexed under N'1
Ccur is the currently active case

! Lunion is the maximal list of possible cases to be searched
! Linter is the minimal list of possible cases to be searched
! The first step is to form L ,the list of possible cases to be searched:
If Ccur is indexed in the index hierarchies, then L 4– L int er where:

ij
nL i.nter = {n{k{C,.}})

j k

if C k =Child (N i) A C ar = Child (N i) A C k *Car

If L is empty then L Lunion where

L	 = u{u{u{C
ij
}))union	 i jk k

ij	 ij
if	 CCk = Child (N i.A cur = Child (N 	 Ck *Car

J)
! If Ccur is not indexed in the index hierarchies, then form L by asking DM (see Figure 8)

! The next step is to choose the most relevant case Cret (for Ccur) from L
! Fki ,i is the kth attribute label in the jth object, Oj i (which could be either a state or an event or
! an action) in the ith case, Ci
! V(Fk i ,i) is the value of attribute Fki ,i ; Wki.i is a DM-defined weight for attribute Fkij .
! St_score and Sm_score are the structural and semantic similarity scores respectively

Loop for all cases Ci in L
St _ score <— 0
Sm_score 4-- 0
Loop for all objects Oj i in Ci
Loop for all objects Opcur in Ccur
If Oj i and °puff are of the same type (i.e. action/event/state) then:
Loop for all attributes Fk ij in Oji
Loop for all attributes F

cur	 ,	 i,
,St _score <— St _score + W	 * f1

,p	
Struct (F1

at p 
' Fk

j 
)

air ,p i,j	 air ,p	 i,j
where fStruct (F 1 	 ' Fk )= lif (F 1 	 = Fk )

= 0 else
,	 ax	 i,j

Sm_ score 4-- Sm_score + W 1 	 * f Sem (F 1 
,p 

,F k )
alr p

au ,p i,j	 cur ,p	 i,j	 cur ,p
where f Sem (Fi	 ,F k ) = lif (F 1	=Fk ) A V(F 1 ) = V(Fk )

= 0 else
End-all-loops
Assign Cret as case in L with highest structural or semantic similarity score
(as desired by DM)

Figure 9: Context-dependent retrieval algorithm

icur,p in opcur
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Contact
retailers (5)

Market share ,„

fir info.

dowimore lo)

More rain
& storms

(4)

Decreasin
market
share

(11)

Market	 Market share
reports in-1111.■- slightly down —Imo-

(2)	 (3)

Sample Retrieved Case

Rainy
weather-11110°-

(1)

Market share	 Extended	 Market	 Launch	 Review
falls to lowest-411— stormy	 share back ■111— aggresivella--- historical
level	 weather	 to normal	 advertizing	 information

(11)	 (10)
	

(9)
	

(8)
	

(7)

Sample Linkages:
C Ternporal order. 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11

Similarity orders: 1-4-10 (rainy weather states)
3-6-9-11 (market share change states)

Lower mkt_share order: 9-6-3-11 (order of decreasing market share) 	 ,
../

Currently active
state(2) (4)

Figure 10: Link sequences used by Adviser module
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Conventional CBRSs Decision aiding CBRSs

Case Memory Problem description and
solution to problem

Decision process

Retrieval
procedure

Match current problem
description with case problem
description

Identify decision intervention
features in current decision
process

Adaptation
procedure

Adapt case solution to current
problem

Decision maker largely
responsible for adaptation;
System may provide some
critiquing on decision process

Figure 11: Characteristics of conventional and decision aiding CBRSs
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List of Figure Captions

Figure 1: Using knowledge of prior decision processes

Figure 2: Case-based reasoning process

Figure 3: Structure of CAL

Figure 4: Display of a case in CAL

Figure 5: Syntactic hierarchies in CAL

Figure 6: Semantic hierarchies in CAL

Figure 7: Partial knowledge-base of Brandframe

Figure 8) Retrieval by index hierarchy traversal

Figure 9: Context-dependent retrieval algorithm

Figure 10: Link sequences used by Adviser module

Figure 11: Characteristics of conventional and decision aiding CBRSs
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